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WHAT’S ON TREND FOR 2022? ENGAGING JIGSAW PUZZLES 

FOR GROWNUPS MADE FROM SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS 
 

Home Entertainment By eeBoo Piece & Love Taps Artists To Imagine Topics  

From Mysteries Of Space, To Dog Breeds, To Bustling Rome, To Birds In The Park  
 

New York, NY (January 11, 2022) – The childhood bliss of connecting those last pieces of a puzzle had a resurgence 

across generations in 2020 and 2021. eeBoo Piece & Love, makers of 100- to 1000- piece puzzles that are 

thoughtfully commissioned using sustainable materials, had a front row view to how important at-your-own-pace 

home entertainment could be. Visitors to their New York Toy Fair Booth 6411 will be the first to see the 2022 Piece 

& Love Collection of beautifully designed adult puzzles that offer a screen free, relaxing way to practice 

contemplative mindfulness alone or with friends and family. 

 

Original artwork has been commissioned for topics ranging from astronomy and pups to the cities of Rome and 

Miami. The woman-owned, mother-run lifestyle brand once again puts the spotlight on women with its Bookstore 

Astronomers 500-piece puzzle ($21.99). The 23 x 23-inch finished puzzle, a new format for the company, asks the 

question is the universe an open book to those of us who care to look? The very vast, the very small, we want to 

understand it all. The brilliant original artwork shows three inquisitive women in a bookstore surrounded by 

overstuffed bookshelves, images of earth’s foliage, and the mysteries of our solar system and beyond. 

 

The upcoming collection, available in Spring 2022, will also feature the 500-piece Dogs Of The World ($21.99), 

overflowing with 20 different dog breeds from all over the globe. Woof! Consider scooping out a bowl of gelato 

before sitting down to the 1000-piece Rome ($21.99). Every must-see tourist site is pictured plus a few surprise 

ones! 

 

The 1000-piece Birds in the Park ($21.99) captures a moment when city dwellers can hear the birds chirp from the 

trees above and around them. A warm bright vacation scene awaits those that put together the 1000-piece Miami 

($21.99) which rounds out the Top 5 new puzzles recommended by eeBoo Piece & Love curators. With each of 

these charmingly illustrated scenes, the rewards of a screen free, immerse-yourself activity begin the moment one 

opens the box and spreads out the sturdy jigsaw pieces. 

 

eeBoo Piece & Love was one of the first puzzle makers to focus on adult puzzles with a nod to Mother Nature. Since 

2017 their high-quality jigsaw puzzle for adults and families boast glossy, sturdy pieces with minimal puzzle dust. 

Every boxed puzzle is created with recycled materials, FSC®-certified paper, and printed with vegetable-based inks.  

 

Look for these five themed puzzles and more online at eeBoo.com and in specialty stores by February 2022: 

Bookstore Astronomers • All Ages • $21.99 

Peek inside a busy bookstore with this new, square 500-piece jigsaw puzzle format and 

notice the three inquisitive and curious women looking out into the mysteries of space and 

the unknown. They seem to be sharing knowledge, perspectives, and friendship in this 

bookstore environment by artist Nur Ashikin Hussin, known as Eureka. When completed, 

puzzle measures 23 x 23 inches.   

  

 

  



Dogs of the World • All Ages • $21.99 

Do you adore a wagging tail or are you searching for the perfect gift for a dog-lover? This 

500-piece jigsaw puzzle showcases how a wet nose from a furry friend can brighten 

anyone’s mood!  Each breed has its own color sliver that provides the name of the breed, 

the flag of its native country, and how you say “woof” in another language (pronounced 

guau in Spanish).  Can you spot a ball, a squirrel, your slipper? Artist Allison Strine 

illustrates a puzzle ring that shows all the things you-know-who likes to chase or chew.  For 

family fun, eeBoo suggests the kids sort the pieces by color and then, with the adults, finish 

each section together as a family. This round puzzle measures 23 inches in diameter when 

completed. 

 

Rome • All Ages • $21.99 

Bellissimo! Enjoy this 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle picturing the best of this bustling Eternal 

City. Imagine zipping through traffic on a Vespa to see the ancient architecture of the Italian 

city and its must-see sights like the Colosseum, the Vatican, the Forum.  Imagine being the 

tourist that tosses coins and wishes into Trevi Fountain. Then stop to have an espresso, a 

pasta lunch, or a cold lemon gelato! Bravo to illustrator Jennifer Orkin Lewis for this 

getaway scenery from the comfort of our couches. 

 

Birds in the Park • All Ages • $21.99 

Did you hear that? In this 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle, you can almost hear the chirping as a 

stroll through the city park with a best friend encapsulates nature in all its glory. Take in the 

fragrance of the flowers and the gardens, listen, and watch the cardinals, blue jays, and 

other feathered friends.   The cityscape is by artist Jennifer Orkin Lewis and measures 

23 by 23 inches when the last piece is placed. 

  

Miami • All Ages • $21.99 

Escape to the Magic City with a history as vibrant as the colors on 

its many buildings and hotels. This 1000-piece puzzle illustrates a sunny vacation day at the 

tip of Florida. Experience South Beach with its nightlife and revered Art Deco architecture 

with its famous color palette.  Walk Ocean Drive to see the sunrise and take in the beach scene 

– sandcastles, fisherman, lifeguard stations, and couples enjoying their first café 

Cubano.   Artwork is by Uta Krogman, known for her illustrations of colorful and playful 

things. When completed, the puzzle measures 23 x 23 inches. 

 

About eeBoo and eeBoo Piece & Love  

Woman Owned • Mother Run • Sustainably Sourced, eeBoo is a boutique toy and lifestyle brand that specializes in 

useful, beautiful, and well-made educational games and gifts. eeBoo’s products for children are developed in 

consultation with educators, psychologists, writers, artists, and parents to nurture creativity with vibrant artwork that 

celebrates diversity and encourages empathy and learning about the world we share. In 2017, eeBoo entered the adult 

jigsaw puzzle market with eeBoo Piece & Love, bringing its longstanding commitment to beautiful design, 

durability, and environmental sustainability to an array of carefully art-directed and exquisitely illustrated 500- and 

1000- piece jigsaw puzzles. Both lines encourage mindful, screen free, wholesome activities to share with friends 

and family, designed to encourage imagination while inspiring conversation and learning. eeBoo’s mission is to 

create beautiful products to be enjoyed and shared across generations: old school skills and values made fresh and 

made to last with sustainably sourced materials. 


